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Comment
Please consider a separate shelterhouse in lieu of the standard design. It could use similar materials and be away from
the bathrooms & outdoor shower. Whole likes to have lunch at a beautiful park next to flushing toilets and people
taking showers.
Conttonwood trees re‐moved from fishing area. Is too messy and in the water and contributes to algae. Gets caught in
fishing line and hard to clean off. Fishing pier should be more in middle of design. Away from water inlet and away
from small kids. New trees east of inlet shorline.
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*Gray Shelter
*Make sure folks can see their kids
*Pretty lights to light up parking lot
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1) I have real concerns about (I've observed what appears to be drug deals) the parking lot and how it's
used. A friend won't go there because of race issues (no comment)
2) Loud music has disturbed my quiet time as I've gone there to watch sunsets.

5

*More lighting in parking lot ‐ can we get "artistic" ones?
*Bike racks closer to parking lot
*Beach enclosure should be larger ‐ fishing pier farther away from swim area, add a second non‐fishing pier closer to
swim area
*Keep shorline clear of vegetation ‐ more along parking lot, but keep short for lake views
*Flip angled shelter ‐ covered tables on other end to allow afternoon shade
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*Solar panels
*Solar hot water (Black barrier on roof)
*T‐pier like Maple Bluff
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Evergreens = mosquitos

8

Trees for shade on other side of inlet, across from cottonwoods, maybe weeping willows (fast growing) or River
Birches.
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9

10

Please install solar mechanical system.
*Excellent meeting ‐ thank you!
*T‐shaped pier with benches please ‐ next to swim area.
*Enclosed dumpster ‐ composte weeds??
*Better lighting over parking lot ‐ A.S.A.P
*Showers away from building ‐ like at the ocean!
*Regular weed cutting, clsoe to shore.
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Any possibility security cameras could be added to parking area & shelter
this skystem
2) More parking lot lighting please?! ‐ something decorative? Interesting?!
3) Bike racks close to shelter bldg
4) Shaded area for parents to sit and watch kids in play area, in addition to overhang area
5) Swimming pier please!!
6) Walking & biking access without goint thru parking lot
7) Food trucks if you can't do concessions.
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Paint boat house ASAP to match the bautiful new boat launch color ‐ "concrete gray"

14

*Need direct access to shelter for bikes and ped from street and sidewalk
*Bike racks at shelter
*Full cutoff lights

15

Top priorities for me: remove giant dumpster of seaweed from beach area. It's the #1 detterant for me and my family's
enjoyment of Warner Beach. I vote for the enclosed swim enclosure; like viewing pier; like picnic and play area; love
the angled beach shelter for visual interest. Hope we can get a new/updated sign and easy access to bike racks and
kayak racks. A shelter w/toilets, changing rooms, and bottle reiflls (year round drinkng water) is very important.
Seperate swimming and fishing piers could solve a lot of disagreement. Detached foot wash by beach. Better lighting in
parking lot.
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